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Summary  

 
The organic acid and its salts as supplement stock in the fodder can increase the 

zootehnical performance of pigs, effects demonstrated on a chain of acid and salts. 
In general it’s considered that the organic acids from the diet and also their salts 

decrease the gastric pH and in this way establish an increase of the proteolysis enzyme 
activity and the gastric retention time (1, 3). The antimicrobial effect of some organic acids 
implies that the positive effect of them over the digestion process due at least partial indirect 
antibacterial or antibacteriostatistics action. At the same time they influence the gastro–
intestinal mucous morphology, stimulate the pancreatic secretion and can serve as a sub 
layer in intermeddling metabolism (2, 4). 

 
Materials and methods 

 
The experiment evolutes following the 2006-2007 year in an industrial 

complex of pigs farming (C.A.I Curtici – Live – Stock farm Macea, Arad district). 
The animals embedded in the experiment represents a tetra racial hybrid 

from F1 mothers (Landrace x Big White) and terminal boars (50% Hampshire and 
50% Pietrain) made in live – stock farm and devolved in the growth hall at the age 
of 60 days. 

In two growth compartments of young pigs was made probation groups of 
20 animals, the group building was made randomized, and the animal was weighed 
to ascertain a good homogenization. 

- marker group – M (without supplement) – 20 animals 
- experimental group – E (with mananoligosaccharides) – 20 animals 

The fodder formula was the same for both groups, but the different element 
was the Biotronic Se Forte acidifiant. The adding in the fodder formula the 
difference element was made true proportional replacement with corn, aspect 
which doesn’t influence significant the energy-protein balance of the fodder 
formula. 

Biotronic Se Forte it’s an admixture (fluid or solid), balance by organic and 
inorganic acid and its salts with the increasing digestibility and growth inhibition of 
unwanted bacteria role. The product it’s used in a proportion of 0, 5 % from the 
fodder formula, using the solid formula. 
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To determinate the body weight spore and the daily medium spore the 
animals integrated in the experimental groups were weight at the beginning of the 
probation period, at the age of 95 days and also at the ending of probation period 
at 125 days. 

From the animals in the probation period were taken excrement samples to 
determinate the protein concentration and the dry substance, valuable indexes to 
estimate the influence of those two promoters aver the food digestibility and also 
monitoring the illness and the mortality. 

The obtained data were liable to statistic processing and the results were 
comparative between them with the help of statistic test Mann Whitney (Wilcoxon), 
which confirmed if the influence between the groups is statistical assured. 

 
Results and discussions 

 
In the probation period between 65 and 95 days, the total medium spore 

accomplished by the pigs from the group in which the food was supplied with 
Biotronic Se Forte was increase with 2.20 kg in comparison with mark group. 

In the period probation between the age of 95 and 125 days, the total 
spore accomplished by the mark group exceeds the value recorded by the group 
with Biotronic Se Forte. The spore difference between the tow groups taken in 
control it is not statistical assured, being insignificant. 

On the entire probation period, the difference between the total spore 
accomplished by the pigs from the groups which was taken in probation are 
statistical insignificant. 

 

 
Fig. 1 Body weight spore recorded on the entire control period 
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The evolution of the daily medium spore was: 
- in the first probation period the daily medium spore from E group was 

increased by 18.72 % in comparison with the mark group, the difference being 
significant (p < 0, 05). 

- in the period of 92- 125 days the value of daily medium spore was 
587.50 g/day at the group in which the ratio was supplied with Biotronic Se Forte. 
The difference register by the E group was statistically insignificant. 

- in the entire probation period, the daily medium spore registered by the E 
group known an insignificant increase in the comparison with the mark group. 

The data obtained at determination of daily medium consume accentuate the 
following aspect: 

- in the period of 65 – 69 days, at E2 group in which the food was supplied 
with acidifiant, the daily medium consume was increased with 17.22 % in 
comparison with the mark group. 

- in the period of age 95-125 days daily medium consume was increased 
with 0.54 % in comparison with the mark (M) 

- in the entire probation period the administration of the natural growth 
promoter was increased with 8.04 % in comparison with the M group. 

 
Table1 

The specific consume in steps on entire probation period 
Period 
(days) 

U.M 
M group 
(marker) 

E group 
(Biotronic Se Forte) 

E%  
form M 

65-95 Kg /kg. spore 3.010 2.879 95.64 
95-125 Kg /kg. spore 2.514 2.308 81.61 
65-125 Kg /kg. spore 2.718 2.562 94.26 

 

- on the period of age 65 – 95 days at E group in which was supplied with 
Biotronic Se Forte recorded a decrease specific consume with 4.36 % in 
comparison with the marker 

- in period of age 95 – 125 days the E group recorded a decrease specific 
consume with 5. 75 % in comparison with the marker. 

The exam of the excrement samples taken at the age of 75 and 115 days 
from the groups in probation, regarding the influence of the used promoter over the 
digestibility of food accentuates the following aspects: 

- the entire probation period the content of dry substance from the ratio 
was decrease with 15.74 % in comparison with the marker 

- the utilization percentage of the protein from the ratio was increase the 
growth of the animals 

- the ratio acidification with Biotronic Se Forte determinates a decrease of 
the protein from the excrements. 
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The illness and mortality recorded accentuate the following aspects: 
- the E group in which the foods was supplied with Biotronic Se Forte 

recorded a decrease number of digestive illness with 27.16 % in comparison with 
the M group 

- at the E2 group the mortality was decreased with 400% in comparison 
with the marker group. 

Conclusions 
 

� Biotronic Se Forte increase the daily medium spore and the body weight, 
but their value are statistical insignificant; 

� Biotronic Se Forte determinates a significant increase of digestibility, 
� Biotronic Se Forte determinate a drastic mortality decreases of the animals 

taken in probation. 
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